COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS

1. What is Red’s official job at NASA Armstrong?

2. Where does Red do most of his work?

3. Describe the items that you would hear or see at work in the Armstrong Model Lab.

4. Summarize the different paths discussed in the story in order to be hired for a dream job.

5. What was it that was consistent through Red’s journey through school and work?

6. Why did Red see himself growing up to be an engineer?

7. Did Red give up on his dream aviation after he decided college wasn’t for him? What did he do instead of college?
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8. Why do you think the hobby store owner sold his business to Red?

9. What did Red use the money for that he earned from his hard work at the hobby store?

10. What skills did the people at NASA Armstrong notice about Red?

11. In addition to his many projects at the Model Shop at Armstrong, what else does Red do?

12. Describe some of the drone research that is being done at NASA Armstrong.